Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Video dominates the Internet: streaming video occupies 65% of traffic globally \[[@CR28]\]. The increasing popularity of video has attracted the interest of different research groups. As a result, several video-related research directions have become hot topics, such as video traffic model \[[@CR24], [@CR34]\], the metrics for Quality of Experience (QoE) \[[@CR10]\], video title identification \[[@CR9], [@CR13], [@CR29]\], multimedia protocol tunneling \[[@CR2]\].Fig. 1.What is video flow identification? QoS measures the ability of a network to provide differentiated service guarantees for diverse traffic following changing and complex network conditions \[[@CR15]\]. Furthermore, traffic identification is a basic QoS technique, and ISPs can provide differentiated services based on traffic identification. Video flow identification is a content-level identification.

Video flow identification (described in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}) is needed. There is an assumption in much research \[[@CR9], [@CR13], [@CR29], [@CR32]\]: the flow is labeled as a video flow or not-video flow precisely. In other words, video flow identification is essential for practical applications of some video-related research, e.g., the metrics for internet video QoE. Besides, limiting or blocking video transmission also requires video flow identification. When streaming video transmission is limited, the resolution of the streaming video will switch to a lower one, in order not to interrupt the video playback. Thus, it is possible to limit video transmission to mitigate network congestion without significantly affected the Quality of Service. As an example, streaming-video services such as Netflix and YouTube began switching to standard definition to manage internet congestion during COVID-19 \[[@CR26]\].

Two challenges of video flow identification are protocol diversity and traffic encryption.

Protocol diversity challenges video flow identification as it makes traffic features differ. Protocol diversity results from the application of kinds of streaming protocols. Streaming protocols are designed to provide online video playback without completely downloading it first. There are various popular streaming protocols, e.g., Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH), HTTP Live Streaming (HLS), or even private protocol. Protocol diversity makes traffic features differ. For example, packet size is different when different streaming protocols generate flows. The advanced method presented by Li et al. \[[@CR18]\] requires detecting the upstream request, which depends on the packet size, so it is not universal enough to deal with other streaming protocols.

Video flow identification faces the other challenge, traffic encryption. *Sandvine*'s report states that more than 50% of global traffic is encrypted \[[@CR27]\]. When traffic is encrypted, conventional payload-based methods, such as deep packet inspection, are no longer applicable. Fortunately, traffic analysis (TA) still work even when traffic is encrypted \[[@CR23]\]. However, for encrypted traffic, fine-grained classification is a tough task \[[@CR4]\], and video flow identification is a kind of fine-grained identification.Fig. 2.Transmitting video in segments leads to the traffic showing an intermittent pattern---continuously arrive of packets during ON periods, and a suspend for transmission during OFF periods. The intermittent traffic pattern consists of lots of ON periods and OFF periods one-to-one. Furthermore, continuously arrive of packets means a set of small PAIs (e.g., $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In this paper, we propose a video flow identification method: ITP-KNN. ITP-KNN is a kind of machine learning-based traffic analysis, using intermittent traffic pattern-related features (ITP) as input and the K-nearest neighbors (KNN) algorithm as classifier. Regularly and fragmentarily transmission of video, which is caused by the application of streaming protocols, makes the traffic traces showing the intermittent pattern \[[@CR21]\] (as shown in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, the intermittent traffic pattern helps differentiate video traffic from not-video traffic.

We summarize our key contributions as follows:We develop a set of features to depict video transmission patterns: the intermittent traffic pattern.We interpret why the features we developed can help to identify video flows.We implement and evaluate ML-based TA in video flow identification: we propose a video flow identification framework, and evaluate it on five public datasets.

Related Work {#Sec2}
============

Machine Learning (ML)-Based Traffic Analysis (TA) {#Sec3}
-------------------------------------------------

TA has been proved applicable in encrypted traffic identification \[[@CR4], [@CR22]\]. McGregor et al. \[[@CR20]\] first apply ML algorithms to identify traffic. After that, researchers began to pay attention to the application of ML algorithms in traffic identification \[[@CR7]\].

Manual feature selection is required when using conventional ML algorithms \[[@CR35]\]. Encrypted traffic identification lacks public datasets to evaluate different methods. Draper-Gil et al. \[[@CR8], [@CR17]\] released their datasets, and they used time-related features to realize VPN or Tor traffic identification. However, they did not explain why the time-related features can help identify traffic. Shi et al. \[[@CR30]\] developed a set of network path-related features to identify the traffic source; the disadvantage is that models that use network path-related features need to retrain regularly.

In recent years, deep learning (DL) has been implemented in traffic identification with different aims \[[@CR25]\]. Wang \[[@CR37]\] showed that compared with conventional ML algorithms, DL had improved the result of traffic identification. However, their model is not explainable.

DL obviates the requirement of manually feature selection since the feature selection runs automatically through training \[[@CR25]\]. It is a high cost for domain experts to select features for identifying various types of traffic. Therefore, the DL-based TA is more suitable for multiclass identification than conventional ML-based TA. Conventional ML-based TA is not inferior to the DL-based one; the problems that prevent the application of DL are that DL requires a large and representative dataset, and the result of DL lacks interpretability.

Video Streaming {#Sec4}
---------------

Li et al. \[[@CR18]\] presented Silhouette to identify YouTube video flows. Silhouette depends on the packet size of the upstream request, so it is not universal enough to deal with other streaming protocols. Shi et al. \[[@CR32]\] proposed a method that can identify the video source. However, the features adopted by them are strongly related to the network condition, so regular training is needed. Casas et al. \[[@CR5]\] achieved an application-level identification; some features used by them are computational complex. They concluded that the flows' label in the ground-truth dataset should carry what content (e.g., video, Web pages or YouTube thumbnail images) the flow carries. Garcia et al. \[[@CR11]\] improved Ground Truth techniques by applying unsupervised clustering methods on DPI-labeled traffic. However, the method is designed for offline analysis only.

Video title identification enjoys the most attention. Advanced researches choose to establish the video fingerprints database \[[@CR9], [@CR13], [@CR29]\]. Video fingerprint is a type of information leakage caused by DASH and Variable Bit Rate. The common flaw is that building video fingerprint is hard to cope with the growing number of video titles. Besides, the fingerprint-based method can only identify the known video, and the best result for video outside the training set is to mark as unknown.

As early as 2016, Dubin et al. \[[@CR9]\] first identified YouTube video titles, assuming that adversaries can directly observe encrypted video flows at the network layer, yet their detectors are susceptible to noise. Schuster et al. \[[@CR29]\] extended the attack scenario to one where direct eavesdropping was not feasible. They used a neural network to identify video titles, and there were no false positives for video outside the training set. Recently, Gu et al. \[[@CR13]\] presented a method to build video fingerprint by using differentiated bit rate, which eliminated the impact of the switching of video resolution.

Preliminaries {#Sec5}
=============

Streaming Protocols {#Sec6}
-------------------

As the popularity of Internet video streaming services has increased, streaming protocols have developed several generations to make the utmost of advanced networking techniques. Nowadays, HTTP-based adaptive streaming protocols become the most popular because of the advantages of easy to deploy and firewall penetration \[[@CR3], [@CR18], [@CR21]\]. Video-related companies or institutions (e.g., Netflix, Adobe, Apple, and Microsoft) have all proposed HTTP-based adaptive streaming protocols \[[@CR19]\].

HTTP-based adaptive streaming protocols are designed to provide smooth video playback \[[@CR21]\]. With the adoption of HTTP-based adaptive streaming protocols, the video resolution can be dynamically adjusted according to the network condition. Moreover, HTTP-based adaptive streaming protocol can avoid the waste of bandwidth resources and reduce network congestion. For example, the customer may not watch the entire video. In this case, the video with such protocols is periodically delivered in segments if the customer continues watching.

Streaming protocols have the above-mentioned advantages due to the segmented transmission of video. As shown in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, video is divided into several video segments, and each video segment usually contains content that lasts for a few seconds. The client request one video segment at a time, and then the server will send the video segment. Therefore, the video resolution can be adjusted as soon as the network condition changes. Moreover, video transmission can be suspended immediately when the customer does not continue watching the video.

The Intermittent Traffic Pattern {#Sec7}
--------------------------------

As described in Sect. [3.1](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"} and Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, video traffic exhibits the intermittent pattern because of the segmented transmission. To be transmitted over the network, one video segment will be divided into several IP packets. Consisting of many ON periods and OFF periods, the intermittent traffic pattern seem like a faucet: when the faucet is turned on (ON periods), the water flooding, and when the faucet is turned off (OFF periods), transmission suspend. During the ON period, a video segment is transmitted, resulting in the continuous arrival of packets; during the OFF period, video transmission will not be performed. Through Packet Arrival Interval (PAI), we can observe the intermittent traffic pattern of video more intuitive, as shown in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. Moerover, the intermittent traffic pattern can be observed in most HTTP video streaming \[[@CR21]\], such as video streaming generated by different video service providers, e.g., Youtube \[[@CR30]\] and Netflix \[[@CR1]\].Fig. 3.Packet arrival times of different traffic. We ignore the packet size, and all packets appear as points on the horizontal line. Compared with not-video traffic, video traffic shows an intermittent pattern (Downstream). Besides, intervals of upstream requests of video traffic are related to the duration of video segments, consistent with the traffic model proposed by Waldmann et al. \[[@CR34]\].

We use PAI to describe the intermittent traffic pattern, as shown in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}. There is a gap between two video segments because one video segment is transmitted after the sever received a request from the client. As a result, the arrival interval of two successive packets that belong to the same video segment is smaller than the interval between two successive video segment transmission. Therefore, PAI obtained in ON periods is generally smaller than PAI obtained in OFF periods. As a consequence, the distribution of the PAI of video traffic is characteristic. The probability distribution image of PAIs will contain two peaks. The highest peak consist of smaller PAIs (ON period-related), and the other one consist of PAIs that are related to the interval between two successive video segment transmission.

State-of-the-Art Method {#Sec8}
-----------------------

**Silhouette.** Silhouette, presented by Li et al., is a method to detect YouTube videos from network traffic dataflow. The method has several steps. First, two traffic features (i.e., average downstream payload size, data rate) are extracted. Second, Application Data Units (ADUs) are detected based on two thresholds (i.e., segment length threshold for video ADU, packet length threshold for upstream request). Third, three thresholds are used to determine a flow as a YouTube video. Thresholds are tuned from observing hundreds of YouTube video sessions.

Within encrypted traffic classification, Silhouette is a rare exception, which achieves high recall and none false positives without machine learning algorithms. Therefore, we choose it as one of the state-of-the-art methods.

**Machine Learning-Based Methods**

*Candidate Methods.* Since it was applied for traffic classification in 2004 \[[@CR20]\], Machine Learning (ML)-based traffic analysis has been attracting much interest \[[@CR4], [@CR22]\]. Different researchers use different methodological datasets to evaluate their methods \[[@CR33]\]. As a result, their methods are not directly comparable \[[@CR33]\], increasing the difficulty of selecting a method as the state-of-the-art method. Below, we describe three types of traffic features that are often used in traffic classification.

**Time-related features.** Time-related features are a set of time-related features (e.g., packets per second, bytes per second, flow duration) that first proposed by draper et al. \[[@CR8]\].**Network path-related features.** Network path-related features refer to the distribution of Packet Arrival Intervals (PAIs). The distribution of PAIs is proved related to the network path \[[@CR30]\].**Raw traffic.** The first few packets of the flow are observed enough for traffic identification \[[@CR25]\]. Besides, wang et al. use the first 784 bytes of the flow with Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) algorithms, and finally get a better result than conventional ML algorithms in encrypted traffic identification \[[@CR35], [@CR36]\]. Therefore, we use the first 784 bytes of the flow as a type of traffic features, marked as raw traffic.

We choose KNN and CNN as two candidate algorithms, the reasons list as follows:KNN. KNN, representatives for conventional machine learning algorithms, has been proved effective in encrypted traffic classification \[[@CR9], [@CR22], [@CR30]\]. Moreover, it behaves better than other algorithms (e.g., SVM, J48) in some tasks \[[@CR8], [@CR30]\] (e.g., video source identification).CNN. CNN, a typical algorithm of deep learning, is good at classifying sequential data (network traffic can be seen as sequential data) \[[@CR12], [@CR14]\]. Besides, wang et al. find CNN better than conventional ML algorithms in application-level traffic identification \[[@CR35], [@CR36]\]. Moreover, CNN was proved to have an excellent result in video title identification \[[@CR29]\]. Table 1.Candidate methods vs. our method (ITP-KNN).MarkFeatureAlgorithmDraper-Gil et al.'s methodTime-related featuresKNNShi et al.'s methodNetwork path-related featuresKNNWang et al.'s methodRaw trafficCNNITP-KNN (our method)Intermittent traffic pattern-related featuresKNN

Finally, we get three Candidate methods, list in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}.Table 2.The $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$F_1$$\end{document}$ score of candidate methods (%).K = 1K = 3K = 5K = 7K = 9Draper-Gil et al.'s method96.4796.9696.9597.0597.00Shi et al.'s method97.6297.9598.2498.3998.49Wang et al.'s method4.27 (recall = 43.8%, precision = 2.24%)

*Final Battle.* We select 94500 flows randomly from five public datasets \[[@CR8]--[@CR10], [@CR17], [@CR18]\]. We use these flows as a dataset to evaluate candidate methods. 10-fold cross-validation was used when tested the performance, and all the features are extracted at the end of the flow. Results are listed in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. Shi et al.'s method performs best; therefore, we choose Shi et al.'s method as one of the state-of-the-art methods to judge our methods.

Methods {#Sec9}
=======

Overview {#Sec10}
--------

We compare our method with two state-of-the-art methods. Therefore, we implemented three methods, as shown in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}. The three methods are described as following. First, our method, we develop a set of intermittent traffic pattern-related (ITP) features and use the K-nearest neighbors (KNN) algorithm. Thus, our method is called ITP-KNN. Second, we choose Silhouette as one of the state-of-the-art methods, since Silhouette is a training-free method with high recall and none false alarm \[[@CR18]\]. Third, we evaluated three kinds of encrypted traffic identification methods. According to the evaluation results, we choose Shi et al.'s method (marked as Shi et al.'s method) as the other of the state-of-the-art methods. Shi et al.'s method achieves an application-level traffic identification with extremely high recall \[[@CR30]\].Fig. 4.Overview: our method vs. state-of-the-art methods. We develop a set of intermittent traffic pattern-related (ITP) features. We compare our method (ITP-KNN), with two state-of-the-art methods (Silhouette, and Shi et al.'s method). Firstly, our method ITP-KNN uses K-nearest neighbors (KNN) algorithm and ITP features to identify video flows in encrypted traffic. Secondly, Silhouette is a training-free method that identifies YouTube video flows based on some thresholds and heuristics \[[@CR18]\]. Thirdly, Shi et al.'s method uses machine learning algorithms and a set of network path-related (NPR) features. As a result, it needs to retrain regularly \[[@CR30]\]. **ITP-KNN**. The core of this part is feature extraction. We develop a set of features to highlight the intermittent traffic pattern and identify video flows based on these features. ITP-KNN is described in Sect. [4.2](#Sec11){ref-type="sec"}.**Silhouette** (detailed in Sect. [3.3](#Sec8){ref-type="sec"}). Silhouette is a training-free light-weight method. The experiment results show that Silhouette can identify YouTube video flows in encrypted traffic with high recall (QUIC-based streaming: 99%) and a zero false-positive rate \[[@CR18]\].**Shi et al.'s method** (detailed in Sect. [3.3](#Sec8){ref-type="sec"}). Shi et al. \[[@CR30]\] proposed a method that can identify video traffic sources (in other words, application software) at a client-side firewall. Furthermore, their method achieves the best average true positive rate at 94% while using the Nearest Neighbor algorithm \[[@CR6]\]. For the sake of fairness, we modify the algorithm used in this method: we change the Nearest Neighbor algorithm to the KNN algorithm.

Our Framework: KNN that Uses ITP Features as Input {#Sec11}
--------------------------------------------------

**Feature Set: ITP Features.** As described in Sect. [3.2](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"}, PAI can be used to describe the intermittent pattern of video traffic. There is a series of small PAIs (continuous packets arrival, ON period) followed by a large PAI (the duration of OFF period). Therefore, we can observe differences between video class and non-video class in the distribution of PAI. We randomly selected 50 video instances and 50 non-video instances and drawn their probability density function in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 5.Distribution of log(PAI). Non-video instances include file transfer. There are two peaks in video class (downstream), which conform to our inference that video traffic shows intermittent pattern. Moreover, the log(PAI) corresponding to the highest peak in video class (upstream) is between 0 and 1, which is related to the duration of a video segment (1 to 10 s).

Moerover, video traffic is asymmetric, especially for the amount of the transmitted data. Downstream (client-to-server direction) of the video traffic and upstream (server-to-client direction) of the video traffic both show an intermittent pattern, but, they have differences, compared as follows:**Downstream**. During the ON period (the duration of ON period is recorded as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We use 70-dimensional features, listed in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}. We extract ITP features from each 15 s network trace and divide these features into two categories, as follows:**Quantized PAIs**. We use 23 bin with the first one covering 0 to 5 $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\upmu $$\end{document}$s, and each subsequent bin has an upper limit two times larger than the previous one. The last bin covers 10 s to 20 s. ITP-KNN processes upstream packets and downstream packets separately and concatenates the resulting features together. Therefore, Quantized PAIs are 46 dimensions.**Summary statistics**. Encrypted traffic provides two main sources of data: a time series of PAIs, and a time series of packet lengths \[[@CR2]\]. This kind of feature comprises a sequence of summary statistics computed over the network traces of encrypted traffic, which is a set of features that prevalent for the problem of traffic identification \[[@CR8], [@CR16], [@CR22]\]. As for the selection of summary statistics, we compute multiple descriptive statistics for upstream/ downstream traffic individually. This feature set includes simple descriptive statistics over the PAI time series - such as maximum, minimum, and mean - as well as higher-order statistics like the skew or kurtosis of the time series.**Selected Classifiers.** We describe the K-nearest neighbors (KNN) algorithm we have chosen for conducting our experiments as follows:

KNN is a supervised learning algorithm. Many researchers have utilized KNN to realize an application-level traffic classification and proved its better performance \[[@CR9], [@CR22], [@CR30]\]. KNN performs even better than a deep learning algorithm, deep neural network, in video source identification \[[@CR30], [@CR31]\].

Evaluation and Discussion {#Sec12}
=========================

In the experiments, we use five public datasets \[[@CR8]--[@CR10], [@CR17], [@CR18]\], together with some traffic captured by ourselves using Wireshark. In totally, we collected more than 450 thousand flows (about 350G). All the traffic was encrypted (HTTPS, QUIC, VPN, Tor, Shadowsocks).

From the above traffic traces, we randomly select 20010 video flows and 282650 not-video flows as our dataset. We use these 302660 flows to evaluate our method, i.e., ML-based TA that uses PR features (marked as ITP-KNN). We compare our method, ITP-KNN, with two state-of-the-art methods, Silhouette (training-free method) and Shi et al.'s method (performed best among ML-based methods in our evaluation).

Video flow identification requires high timely ability, which means the response time of the identification method should be as short as possible. For example, ISPs need to identify video flows in time in order to provide differentiated service. The response time of the identification method, affected mainly by the feature extraction time \[[@CR8]\], shows how timely the method is. Therefore, we set the feature extraction time (flow duration) at 15 s (shorter than Shi et al.'s method).Table 4.Our method (ITP-KNN) vs. two state-of-the-art methods (%).SilhouetteShi et al.'s methodITP-KNNRP$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We used 10-fold cross-validation in the evaluation. Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"} depicts the recall (R), precision (P), and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$F_1$$\end{document}$) obtained by using our method (ITP-KNN), and two state-of-the-art methods. Next, we present our main findings.

The heuristic method that does not use machine learning algorithms (Silhouette) possesses a limited capability for identifying video flows. This finding is supported by the fact that Silhouette attains a recall of 84.65% (far lower than ML-based methods). We regard recall as the most important metric for the reason that high recall means that a method identified most of the video flows. For example, ISPs need to provide differentiated service guarantees, which require the ability to identify video flows as much as possible.The application-level traffic identification method shows promising results for the identification of video flows (content-level). Results in Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"} show that Shi et al.'s method performs well in this task. To sum up, these results were very encouraging, which means the present traffic identification methods can be applied to a more fine-grained identification task. However, when the identification task requires high recall and precision, the present traffic identification methods need to be improved.Fine-grained traffic identification task demand for in-depth analysis of traffic. The results in Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"} suggest this finding: our method (ITP-KNN) behaves best overall in the specific fine-grained traffic identification task (identification of video flows). Our method is based on an in-depth analysis of video traffic: we develop a set of features to stress out the unique transport pattern of video, the intermittent traffic pattern.

Conclusion {#Sec13}
==========

Experimental evaluations prove the advantages of our method; compared with baseline, our method is better overall. The results show that our method can identify video flows from encrypted traffic.

Our framework is based on one assume: most online video traffic shows the intermittent pattern. Though theoretically universal, it has a flaw that it is only applicable to identify video traffic that generated by present streaming protocols. Though better than the baseline in universality, our method still has a margin of improvement. In future work, we will apply our method to the actual engineering to realize video flows identification in high-speed and large-scale network traffic.
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